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The cumulative spectral probability diagram: theory and experiments
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Abstract. - This paper presents a new acoustical parameter of the speech signal. It only concerns the steady-state
vowels of the french language and a.rises from their analysis by the linear prediction technique (t.P.C). It shows the
frequency distribution of the sound level. Its theoretical method of calculation and its properties are presented and
discussed. Finally, we describe its experimental application to detect the pilot's stress in a real flying situation.

Pacs numbers: 43.70Gr.

1. Introduction

The production of voiced vowels involves three stages:
the power source, the vibration of the vocal folds and
the time-varying filtering effect of vocal tract articula-
tion. The first two stages lead to the creation of the
acoustic excitation for the vocal tract and the third de-
fines the acoustic timbre, perceived as the vowel uttered.
The same vowel may be uttered with diferent excitation
fundamental frequencies but, the same fundamental fr+
quency applied to different articulatory settings of the
vocal tract does not necessarily result in the same vowel.

The vocal tract acts like a time'varying filter which
imposes its transmission properties on the frequency spec-
trum of the source. Thus, the spectrum of the excitation
signal is modified by the acoustic resonances of the cav-
ities of the tract during the sound propagation from the
glottis to the lips. To separate this contribution from the
periodic excitation, the homomorphic processing of the
signal or the method of linear predictive analysis can be
used.

In this paper, we study the transfer function of the
vocal tract obtained from the linear prediction model.
The vocal tract transfer function is then dissociated from
the mean sound level of the signal to give the envelope
spectrum zero mean. Considering these two properties,
vre propose the study of a new pa,rameter of the speech
signal which accounts for the frequency distribution of
sound level. This gives the sound level distribution in the
spectrum and allows the detection of possible spectral
modifications. It can be used in the studies of intra- and
inter-speaker variability of speech. Here, the experimental
application concerns the detection of stress induced by
flying incidents in aircraft.

After a briefoverview oflinear prediction analysis, the
theory behind the Cumulative Spectral Probability Dia-
gram is presented. Then its experimental application in

detecting emotional disturbances of pilots by the analysis
of the tape of a Cockpit Voice Recorder is discussed.

2. Theoretical aspects of the cumulative
spectrum probability of sound level

2.1. Basic relations

The cumulative spectrum probability of sound level is de-
fined from the spectral envelope of the steady-state vowel
signal. This envelope is directly obtained from the auto-
regressive model (AR) by the linear prediction technique
(autocorrelation method).

Before analysis, the signal is sampled into N frames
whose duration is compatible with the hypothesis of
quasi-stationarity of the speech signal. The linear pre-
diction model is then calculated for each frame, leading
to (p * 1) predictiou coefficients a(i), for i :0 to p.

The transmittance T(z) of. the model is T(z) =
(olA(z)) with the inverse filter:

p

A(z) =la,l)z-t and o the gain of the model (Atal &
i=0

Hanauer, 1971; Makhoul, L973, \975a,1975b; Markel &
Gray, 1982).

The spectrum of the AR model, noted P(c.r), is defined
as: 2

P(u):ror"slnfr-l rtl
where Q is the sampling period (/" = 1 / ?i is the
sampling frequency).

Let D(w) denote the following spectrum:

2

D(u):ror"cla1"-fo1 rrl
w i t h o : 0 t o ( z r . f . ) .
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The linear predictor model is calculated by using the
autocorrelation method: its mean is zero (all zeros lie
inside the unit circle) and it is independent of the mean
sound level (20log1s a) (Markel & Gray, 1982).

Therefore, D(c.r) is like a normalized spectrum of the
steady-state vowel signal.

The process of estimation of a(i) and construction
of. D(u) is applied to each frame. In order to reduce the
slow time.va^rying spectral information of the steady-state
vowels, we have defined a mean spectral envelope.

2,2. Mean sltectral envelope

We define the mean spectral envelope by the mean predic-
tion coefficients (Ruiz, 1991). Each o(i) is the arithmetic P(Li)
mean of the coefficient of the sa,me order a(i) for all the
frames of the signal.

The-mean spectral envelope (Figure L) is usually not
very diferent from the envelope of each frame. In the
case of steady-state vowels, the shape of the vocal tract
typically changes very little during their utterance.
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Iigt"" 1. Envelope of a mean spectrum (steady-state vowel
[a], male spea"ker).

2.3. The hïstogram of the sound level

The construction of the mean spectral envelope leads to
N values of sound level issued from the N frequencies
from 0 to (f.12) Hz. The histogram, noted p(.Lj , i = 1
to- C, is -defined by the following values: P(L;) - (NilN),
where N; is the number of frequencies for which the sôund
level is in the class ,L1 (C is the number of classes aud
AI is the class width) (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Spectral envelope (21 discrete frequencies) and cor-
responding sound level histogram.

It can be seen that the histogram will be the closest
to the spectral distribution of levels when the class width
is minimum and therefore the number of classes (C) is a
maximum.

2.4. The cumulatïve spectral probablïIity of sound
level

2.4.1. Defi,nition

The- Cumulative Spectral Probability (CSp) of sound
level, for the class center L;, is called the statistical
sp-ectral index, noted i, and defined by the following
relation (i = I to C):

where tr; is the class center for which we want to know
the sum of the previous P(Li) (i.e. those corresponding
to class centers less or equal to .L;.

When we plot i versus L;, we obtain a cumulative
histogram. The corresponding smoothed graph (polyno-
mial regression) is called Cumulative Spectial proUaUitity
Diagram (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Diagram of Cumulative Spectral Probability
(csPD).

2,4.2. Properties

o The histogra,m of the sound level is not a good char-
acteristic of a mean utterance from a group of different
utterances or from frames of the same utterance: the
minimal and ma;cimal values of the sound level in each
spectrum can be very different from each other. On the
other hand, the CSPD is bounded for all dynamics be-
tween 0 and 1. So, an utterance will be defined by a mean
CSPD rather than by a mean histogram.

We will calculate the CSPD of the vowel by way of
the envelope of its mean spectrum.

. i is called statistic spectral index of the sound level
Z" (Figure 3) (0 < + S t). Indeed, .L, represents the
level reached or overrun Uv (f' . 100)% of the frequency
domain. For example, if L, = 20 dB corresponds to
Î, = 0.4, it means that the level 20 dB has been reached
or overruu by 40% of the frequency baud G5000 Hz. One
may also say that for a "bandwith" of 2000 Hz, the level
is at least 20 dB.

So, Î, - 0 indicates the maximum level on the
envelope spectrum and i - 1 the minimal. The slope
of the CSPD indicates the dispersion of the level values.

Corresponding to the index i, is the value tr' of the
sound level. This value is no longer than that of a level
class because of the continuity of the drawing' The result
is that the level -L, is affected with an uncertainty of
LLl2.

o The bandwith of the formants can be obtained from
the CSPD (Ruiz & Legros, 1994). To demonstrate this
property, let us consider a simulated spectrum envelope
with its corresponding CSPD (Figure 4).

For example, this envelopi may be a resonance of a
steady-state vowel spectrum. In our case' it is only a
simple pa^rabola.

The quantity (tOOi) is the percentage of discrete
frequencies for which the sound level is greater or equal
to L,.

The total bandwith of the spectrum (.F,".* - F-i")
represents 100% of the frequency domain considered. So,

Figure 4. Calculation of the bandwith B at - (L6s
- Lx) dB from the spectrum envelope and from the cor-
responding Cumulative Spectral Probability Diagram: È -

/x.(Fr""* - F-i")

the estimated bandwith corresponding to the quantity

(looi) is:

Ê = Î,(r1""* - 4"i") (Hr) (4)

For â = 0, i.e. for the sound level .L-o, we have
B = 0 Hz, and lor L, = -L*i., vr'ê have L = 1 and
. Ê = ( 4 " " * - F - i ' , ) .

The bandwith 4 defined by the following relation:

4 = (t - e)(4""* - 4"i") (Hr) (5)

corresponds to the frequency domain 
[fO* 

- r;r") - É] .

It is the complementary one to B in the spectrum:

( r + 4 " )  - ( 4 , " * - F - i " ) .

For i = 0, Ê" = (F-.* - F-i") and for Î, = 7,
Ê. = }Hz'

Indeed, the index -I, corresponding to the level .L' is
(from (3)):

/  ;  ^ , \î , :  ( ' -  t  # l  ( 6 )
\ r = t /

where N is the total number of discrete frequen-
cies between .t],in and -Flrr*. Then, in proportion, the

L (dB)
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[f;=r 
Ni] discrete frequencies represent the frequency

domain É":

4 = Dii Ni (tr},,"* - 4"i")

and from (6):

o = (t - î,).(trL"* - F-i,,) (8)

o The estimation of bandwith is better when A/ and
A.L decrease.

o Both A/ and A.L must have small numerical values
to obtain a good estimation.

o The spectrum envelope of a steady-state vowel ha.s
several mæ<ima. If the CSPD is calculated over the whole
frequency range of the spectrum, the resulting bandwiths
a,re the sum of the bandwiths a.ssociated with each ma:r-
imum or formant (Figure 5).

Figure 5. B : (Br + 82) is the bandwith (in Hz) at
- (Lu * I1ç)dB.

If we consider only the frequency range of one formant,
it is possible, from (4), to calculate bandwiths. In this
case, fl..,. and ll,i, a,re the frequenqy limits of the band
only including the formant under consideration.

The CSPD can be obtained by frequency bands on the
spectrum considered. When two complementa,ry bands
a,re defined, the comparison of the two corresponding
CSPD leads to a spectral balanced criterion.

2.4.3. The spectrcl balanced criterion

Let us sepa,rate the whole frequency band (0, f"l2) into
two complementary ones (0, fi) and Ur, 1.12) and let us
calculate the two CSPD (see Figure 6).

The area between CSPD 1 and CSPD 2 defines the
spectral balance for the statistical indexes between 0 and
1. If it is great the spectra are said to be "unbalanced".

If not, they are said to be "balanced".

A spectrum will be balanced if the sound level distri-
butions in the two frequency bands are identical. When
they differ the spectrum is unbalanced.

(7)

Figure 6. CSPDI: diagram of cumulative spectral probability
for the band (0,f1). CSPD2: diagram of cumulative spectral
probability for the band (fi, l./21 .

Spectra of steady-state vowels decrease with fre.
quency. So, these a,re naturally unbalanced, having
greater energy at low frequencies.

The CSPD corresponding to the low frequency band
(O; /r) is "far" from the one corresponding to the high
frequency band (fi; f"lz).

Now, these general considerations are applied to a real
signal of monophtong in order to detect the acoustical
correlate of stress.

3. Application of CSPD to stress detection

The CSPD has been used to investigate a tape from a
Cokpit Voice Recorder (CVR) in order to investigate the
quantification of emotional disturbance.

The variability factors of the voice of a speaker are nu-
merous. They are mainly of a physiological, psychological,
emotional and linguistic nature. Therefore, the utterance
within the sa,me language va"ries with sex, dimension of
the phonatory organs, but also with the psychological
and emotional state of the speaker. The same individual
will utter a sentence diferently according to the emo-
tion he wishes to express. The vocal changes that can
a.rise may occur when the speaker lies (Brenner et al.,
1979; Horvath, 1978; Streeter et al., 1977), when he wit-
nesses a tragic event which he has to describe (lffilliams
& Stevens, 1972, 1981), or when he performs mental or
psychomotor exercises (Armstrong, 1980; Armstrong &
Poock, 1981; Brenner et al., 1979; Griffin & Williams,
1987; Mosko et al., 1983).

It has been previously demonstrated that for such sit-
uations, and also other areas (Legros & Ruiz, 1988, 1990;
Ruiz, 1991), the fundamental frequency rises significantly
from its mean value measured without disturbing factors.

The fluctuations of the other acoustical parameters of
the voice signal (such as sound level, or formant frequen-
cies) have only been estimated for some isolated cases
(Grifrn & Willia^rns, 1987; Hecker et aJ., 1968; Mosko et
aI., 1983; Williams & Stevens, 7972).

therefore, the fundamental frequency appeaxs to be a
vocal parameter able to quantify emotional disturbance.

L (dB)



Other studies, mainly Soviet and American, have been
conducted using specific acoustic parameters sensitive
to the emotional state of the speaker: a mathematical
function ofthe energy in third-octave bands (Soviet ones),
and frequency modulation of the fundamental frequency
(American ones).

The results of earlier studies have led to the detection
and characterization of the emotion as "positive" fioy,
pleasure...) or "negative" (anxiety, fear'..) in 95% of the
ôases. But, the experimental conditions and the results
a"re not clearly detailed (Simonov & Frolov, 1973,1977).

In the USA, the Psychological Stress Evaluator (PSE)
detects and displays a slow frequency modulation of the
fundamental frequency in the case of a lack of emotion.
This modulation disappea^rs when the disturbance grows.
The PSE has been mainly tested a.s a lie detector (Bren-
ner et al., 1979; Horvath, 1978) then by the N.A'S.4.
during an Appollo mission to estimate the stress of astro-
nauts-(Older & Jenney, 1975). The voice analysis tech-
nique used by the P.S.E. is not predictable enough to
guirantee its use in the evaluation of the level of psycho-
logical stress (Older & Jenney, 1975).

The review of previous studies shows clearly that
modifications to the speech signal are apparent. The pur-
pose of our work is to evaluate quantitatively the spectral
fluctuations of the vowel signal as a result of stress in-
duced by flight incidents aboard a plane. We studied
the tranifer function of the vocal tract by way of an
auto.regressive model (Ruiz, 1991).

The magnetic speech recording from the CVR of a
crashed plane is the data used in our study' Its quality
is very good: no damping by mechanical or chemical
constraints have been noted, the magnetic tape was new'
the signal to noise ratio is of 30 dB and the pa.ss band of
the CVR is 150-5000 Hz.

3.1. The experÏments

We studied the CVR speech record of the two pilots'
The timing of the events during the last thirty minutes
shows thebccurence of two successive failures in flight
commands. These are followed by discussions between
the pilots about the reality and causes of the events.
Finally, after a third occurence, the plane crashed'

It is obvious that this record contains a stressful phase
(at the end of the flight) and several other phases with-
làwer stress (during discussions after the occurence of
technical problems).

3.1.L. The analysis of uowels

The sentences axe numerous. We kept those which occur
just after incidents. We also kept those which can show,
ftom a syntactic point of view, an emotional disturbance'
On the other hand; we selected some other sentences
during the periods where there was no obvious trouble'

From these sentences, we kept about 300 steady-state
vowels for each pilot.

Data analysis was condugted with the Interactive Lab-
oratory System (ILS) software. The monophtongs are
analysêd during their stable period (i.e. frames for which
the irequency of the first three formants is not modified)'

This signal, low-pass filtered at 8 kHz and sampled at
16 kHz, was divided into analysis frames of 256 samples,
each with an overlapping of 192 sa,rrples. A hamming
window was used and the signal was pre-emphasized
(pre-emphasis factor p = 0.98). The linear prediction
model of each frame was calculated by ILS (order 20)
which uses the autocorrelation method for calculating
the model parameters of every frame.

With specific routines, these coefrcients were averaged
according to the process described in 2.2. The mean
spectral envelope is defined by 512 discrete frequencies
between 0 and 8000 Hz (FFT order = 10). \Me define
the two frequency bands: one below the second anti-
resonance (low frequency band) and the other from this
anti-resonance to 5000 Hz (high frequency band) (cf 4,
discussion). Then we calculate a cumulative histogram
for these two bands and for the 0-5000 Hz band and we
plot the Cumulative Spectral Probability Diagrams.

3.2, The experimental results

They are performed with the steady-state vowel [a] which
is the most common in the selected sentences (67 for the
left pilot and 66 for the right pilot).

3.2.1. The spectral balance cri'teri,on

The balance criterion is calculated for the two pilots
from the mean spectrum of the vowels uttered during
non-emotional periods. The first three mean formant fre'
quencies are 750 Hz, 1500 Hz and 2500 Hz. The lower
band contains the first two formants up to 1850 Hz and
the upper band goes from 1850 Hz up to 5 kHz. The
frequency 1850 Hz is set to be the FFT bin the nea,rest
of the antiresonance.

The .Is index is related to the level tr1 of the first
formant both in the low frequency band and in the whole
band; but also to the third formant in the high band
(.fu). So, .L1 is the highest level in the spectrum and in
the low band. The amplitude differences between the first
and the third formants (.01 - tr3) are from 15 to 30 dB'
Their frequencies a,re separated by about two octaves.

This general result has been verified during the non-
emotional phases of the study, that is to say during the
time just preceeding the occurence of incidents.

When the signal is pre-emphasized (6 dB/octave),
this difference is less (3 to 18 dB). So differences less
than 3 dB are unusual and those which are greater than
3 dB can be considered as usual.

The spectral balance criterion is as follows: when
the distance between the loù frequency CSPD and the
high frequency CSPD is less than 3 dB the spectrum is
balanced (see Figure 7b).

Ifnot, the spectrum is unbalanced (see Figures 8a and
8b).
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Figure 7. a) An example of a balanced spectrum (steady-
stale vowel [a], male speaker). b) Cumulative spectral prot-
ability diagrams of the Figure Za spectrum: (-) banà (0,
5000)Hz; (- - -) band of the two first formants (0, 187b)Fiz;
C - - - -) band (1875, 5000)Hz.

3.2.2. The application of spectral balance criterion

The steady-state vowels extracted from the pilots' speech
are gathered into two parts: those which present a bal-
anced spectrum and the others. Such a classification leads
to 45% of balanced spectrum for the left pilot and,25To
for the right pilot. These vowels are all uttered during
stressfull situations. A balanced spectrum never belongi
to quiet periods of flight.

To explain the differences between the two pilots, it
can be noted that the left pilot is in charge of the plane.
He notes the incidents, but he is not the chief ôt ttre
crew. The right pilot is more quiet, and tries to explain
the origin of the failures.

Figure 8. -a) {n example of an unbalanced spectrum (steady-
state vowel [a], male speaker). b) Cumulative spectrà proL-
ability diagrams of the Figure 8a spectrum: (-) banà (0,
5000)Hz;.(: - -) -band of the two first formant" 1fl, fSZS;Èzj
C - - - - -) band (1875, 5000)Hz.

The spectral balance seems to be a good indicator
of the emotional disorders induced by thé occurence of
incidents during the flight. It is always expressed by an
increase of high-frequency energy while the low-frequàncy
energy never leads to spectral balance.

4. Discussion

o The first part of this discussion concerns the choice
of the sound level class width A.L and the frequency
resolution A/ for the calculation and the plot of the
CSPD.

AI and A/ must be of the same size and less than
1 Hz and I dB for an acceptable bandwith estimation
(error less than 2.5 Hz (Ruiz & Legros, 1994)). In such
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conditions, the CSPD fits better the cumulative distribu-
tion of sound level.

For the experimental application, we have chosen
A.f = 15.625 Hz and AL = 2 dB. For A/, the_choice
is due to the ma:cimal possible order of the Fast Fourier
Tlansform on a 16 bits computer (order 10 with'a 0-
8000 Hz spectrum). This leads to an imprecise bandwith
estimation. But here, the CSPD have not been intended
to do this: only comparative measurements of comple-
menta,ry CSPD have been done. Thus, the accuracy of
the plots is less important.

With a 32 bits computer the frequency resolution A/
can be of 1.2 Hz (order 13 of FFT with a G 5000 Hz spec-
trum). Precise calculation and plot of CSPD is therefore
possible.

Although the experimental choices are not completely
satisfactory for bandwith estimation, the conclusions
about the spectral balance criterion remain viable be-
cause they are based on CSPD comparison.

e The division of spectra into two complementary
bands comes from the formant analysis of the monoph-
tongs [a] uttered during the flight. The first-two formants
are not'modified by the emotional disturbances but it
appeaxs that high-order resonances are correlated with
rt-re.t occotence (Ruiz, 1991). This is why we have de'
fined a flrst frequency band including the first two reso
nances and a complementa,ry one up to the upper limit
of the spectrum. The logical limit between them is the
second anti-resonance frequency'

Considering the steady-state vowel [a] of the pilots
of the experimintation, we have measured the mean fre-
quency of this anti-resonance: it is 1875 Hz. For other
speakers or another vowel this value can change'

Two experimental procedures can be tested depending
on the manner to use the second anti-resonance frequency
to evaluate the spectral balance.

Firstly, the second anti-resonance frequency is con-
stant. It is the one measured from the mean spectrum of
the monophtongs uttered in a rest state by the speaker
considered. For every new utterance, this frequency al-
lows us to sepa,rate the low and the high frequencyban-ds
in the spectrum and to plot the corresponding CSPD for
studying the spectral balance.

Secondly, an estimation of the second anti-resonance
frequency Can be done for every utterance of the vowel'
Its value is therefore variable.

In our experimental application of the CSPD we have
chosen the first procedure. Indeed, we were interested
in defining a neutral vocal emotional state and then
comparing it with utterances in stress situations.

o The spectral envelope has a zero mean; then, the
level of the minima goes to below zero dB and sometimes

to positive values. The level class of e = 0'5 is that of
O dB in the CSPD calculated on (0, f"l2).

When the CSPD is calculated on a frequency band

of the whole spectrum, the i = 0'5 index indicates the
mean sound lével in that band. Indeed, it is the level
reached or overrun for 50% of the discrete frequencies of
the band.

The spectrum of the linear prediction model overvalue
the sounà level of "valleys" (Markel & Gray 1982)'

Therefore, the slope of the CSPD should be less than
those actually obtained and the CSPD may include anti-
resonances between I, = 0 and -Ir = 0.5.

The non-uniform spectral weighting of the linear pre-
diction method (Markel & Gray, 1982) leads to a more
accurate CSPD for the low indexes (near zero) corre-
sponding to the higher sound levels than for the indexes
nea,r one corresponding to the "valleys" of the spectrum.

Let us consider a resonance of the envelope spectrum
of a steady-state vowel. The sound level from which the
estimation of the envelope by the LPC method becomes
less accurate is unknown. Therefore, the study ofspectral
balance is limited between /' : 0 and -[' : 0'5, i.e. from
the mæcimal to the mean sound level.

o The advantages of computing the CSPD in fre-
quency bands with rega.rd to mea.sures of energy in the
same bands are the followings:

The spectral balance is evaluated from a zero mean
spectrum. Then enerry computations are not correct be-
cause sound level has negative values.

Spectral envelope changes may be due to anatomical
modifications of the vocal tract or energy variations of the
vowel signal or the combined action of the two. The LPC
analysis method allows only working with the transfer
function of the vocal tract and of course only examin-
ing its modifications without the influence of the sound
power. Moreover, we have noticed that the sound level
fluctuations axe too numerous and correlated poorly with
the emotional stress (Ruiz, 1991). Because the CSPD is
obtained from the "normalized" spectrum D(or) where
the mean sound level is not present (20log1s o), the
CSPD is an acoustical parameter of the influence of the
vocal tract on the speech signal.

The study of spectral balance gives the manner the
sound level is distributed. It is easier to find two different
spectra which have the same energy in lower and upper
bands than the same CSPD. Two utterances may be
characterized by their spectral balance obtained from
their CSPD, but not completely by their energy in the
two complementary frequency bands.

The comparison of CSPD in lower and upper bands
does not provide the same information about the presence
or absence of any spectrum modifications (due to stress
for example) as a staightforward comparison of energy.

5. Conclusion

The estimation of an emotional disorder by way of speech
analysis has been studied as ea.rly as the 1940's, but re'
mained little studied for half a century. The topic of these
investigations is again current because of the increasing
developement of voice recognition systems whose error
rate increases when the speaker is in an emotional state.
So, it is necessary to know the modifications of voice
production under stressful conditions to take them into
account in the systems.

The spectral balance criterion, obtained by the analy-
sis by frequency bands of the Cumulative Spectral Prob-
ability Diagram (CSPD), gives promising results which
must be confirmed by a greater statistical study.
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Today, the only experimental application is the inves-
tigation of voice changes under stress conditions. But the
CSPD can be applied to others causes of vowel variability.

Furthermore, in order to calculate and plot the CSPD,
it is not necessary to use an LPC analysis method to
obtain a zeto mean spectrum of the steady-state vowel
signal. Whatever the method used to obtain a discrete
spectrum, it is important to normalize it such as to give
it a zero mean. Then, the study of the spectral balance
becomes independent of the spectral analysis method.

Further research linked with the application of CSPD
can consist in investigating a spectral balance frequency.
It is the one for which the balance is perfect, i.e the
euclidian distance between the two CSPD high and low
frequency it defines is null or near zero. Such a spectrum
corresponds to maximal degree of balance and the state
of rest spectrum is the minimal one. So, it would be
interesting to have a qua^ntitative scale of spectral bal-
ance in relation to degrees of stress. It is the object of
our actual research: we attempt to correlate acoustical
modifications of the voice with variations of physiological
measurements,

At present, the study of the balance of sound levels in
the spectrum shows unexpected results related with the
psycho-physiological state of the speaker. The study is
carried on in such a way ân to extend to other situations
the acoustical results correlated with the emotional state.
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